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Abstract-Hybrid networks are a promising architecture 
that builds ad hoc, wireless networks around the existing 
cellular telephony infrastructure. In this paper we present 
DST: a routing protocol for hybrid networks that is scal- 
able with the network size and achieves high throughput 
by taking advantage of multiple channels. DST maintains a 
close to optimal spanning tree of the network by using dis- 
tributed topology trees. DST is fully dynamic and generates 
only O(1ogn) messages per update operation. We show ex- 
perimentally that DST scales well with the network size, 
making it ideal for the metropolitan environment hybrid 
networks are expected to operate in. 
'I'lle past decade has \vitnessed rapid dc\.elopnlellts in 
ivireless com~nnnications. from \\ireless cellula~. telepho~i!. 
to wireless LANs and PANS. \4;ireless net.\\rork cards have 
beconle affordable and \\.ireless connectiol1s ha\,e become 
fast e11ougll to attract users of traditional \\yi~,ed coi11111t111i- 
cation. Current 3G inlplementations. e.g. of \I7-CDhlA. 
pro\.ide do\viili~~k rates of up to  380Kbps. promising in 
the near future 2.0hlbps (2.4hlbps for cdnla2000 IxEV- 
DO). Ho\ve\.er. the achie\;able rate drops sigl~if ica~~tly as 
t.he client Inoves away fi.oln the base station. due to path 
loss via distance attenuation. Furthermore. the transmis- 
sion rate can be extremely erratic: making the network 
~lnreliable. \\'hilo \?:i-Fi hotspots are already being used 
to complement the co\:era,ge of cellular net\vo~,ks. an  a,r- 
chitecture consistil~g of dual. cellular and \Vi-Fi equipped 
de\.ices, simultaneously operat,ing in cell111a1- aild ad l ~ o c  
mode, llas been proposed in [ I ]  to imp~.o\?e the do\\:nlink 
ra.tes of cellular clieilts. The  nlodel replaces direct cellu- 
lar connections with fresllly esta,blished paths of relayers 
1~11ose cellular rates inlpro\.e upoil the rates of the cellular 
clients. Since \\i~,eless LANs offer high tllrollgllpt~t (IEEE 
802.11b [2] offers up to  l lh lbps) .  albeit in a range of less 
than 200111. using a web of multihop paths can consider- 
ably increase t.he t.11roughput from the base stat'ion to t,he 
devices ill its cell without requiring modifications in the in- 
frast l-~~cture.  In addition. U'i-Fi standaids offer n ~ ~ ~ l t i p l e .  
11011-overlapping cha,nnels. 
An example of a hybrid network is sho\vn in Figure 1. 
Device A is \\ithin the range of the  base station. b ~ ~ t  the 
expected do\vnlink rate is very poor. as it lies near the edge 
of the co\,ered area. Ho\ve\-el.. due to  the higller do\vnlink 
rate of C. the tl1rougllput of A can be in~pro\:ed by using 
B and C as traffic I-elayers. The advantage of using a dual 
int.erface is t'hat a nlultil1op path from a host t o  the base 
station can ha\-e a better downlink rate thail t.he direct 
Fig. 1. Example of a multihol, cellrllar network. The grey area rep- 
resent.s the coverage cell of tile base station. Dashed lines represent 
cellular links: and full lines represent 1Vi-Fi lvireless links. 
connection of the same ]lost to the base station. Also. the 
presence of a pe~manent  link offers possibilities for efficient 
~-out,ing that  are not available to ad Iloc net.\\.orks. Tile cel- 
lular interface Ilas a lo\\ capacity. but if used i~itelligently. 
i t  can reduce the complexity of routing. 
A sinlple solution to the problem of multihop path dis- 
co\rery in a hybrid net,\\~o~-k is UCAN [I]. An initiator dis- 
covers a path to the base station \\lit11 a breadth-tirst searcl~ 
of t,he network. The protocols presented in [I j  11al.e se\,- 
era1 disadvantages: 1 )  flooding the net\\ork every time a 
path is needed can cause se\.ei-e congest io~~: 2) \vl~en ~ntrlti- 
ple hosts try t o  find a path t,o t,he base station. hosts that 
have a good downlink rate ~vill be congested as 111ey \\ i l l  be 
on many paths: 3)  the effects of i~~terference arca i g ~ ~ o r e d .  
In this paper \\re propose DST. a routing algoritll~n that 
addresses the above problems. DST is basecl 011 a span- 
ning tree that  lazily con\.erges to a mas imu~n s p a n ~ ~ i ~ ~ g  
tree I. Structuring the rout.ing informati011 as i-1 spanning 
tree allo\\is DST to generate only ~ ( l o g n )  trajiic for ~ a c l i  
routing request. instead of O(n) when flooding is used (n  
is t,he number of nodes in the ~~et \vork) .  Tllir. bo~lnd is 
achieved by using topology trees [3]. all examplc of l i nk -c~~ t  
trees [4]. DST has two layers: one opel.ates oil the span- 
' A ~naxirnu~n spanning tree pro\.idrs the optimal ~ro~~ting Tor the 
next flo~v from a host to the base station. 
l
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ning tree. by issuing queries ant1 uptlate requests. the other 
i~~iplements these ope ra t io~~s  011 the topolog\- tree. Finally. 
DST exploits m111tiple chan~~e l s  to a\-oid interference and 
obtain increased throughput. Our simulations show that 
the achieled throughput is consistentlv over 80% of the 
optimal. 
Rondnzap: Section I1 pro\rides details about the net- 
wo1.k n~odel assumed in this work. Sect,ion I11 presents 
an overview of the DST protocol and the int.erfa,ce of its 
t\vo layers. Section IV describes the operations composing 
the higher 1a.yei.. and Section V presents the distributed 
implementat~ion of the topolog?- tree. Section VI compares 
the performance of our protocol with the opti~nal achiev- 
able t.hrotrghput. Section VII places our co~ltribution in 
t l ~ e  perspecti\~e of related work. and Sect,ion VIII presents 
our coi~clusio~~s.  
\lye asstune a \vireless ad lioc network of n hosts: all 
situated inside the coverage area of a. single cellular base 
station. Each mobile host is eql~ipped with a dual cel- 
lular and \\:i-Fi net\vork card. \\'e asswne that  the cel- 
111lar base station can support. si~nultaneotrs tra.nsmissions 
to/frorn all the hosts in its coverage area. Since mobile 
hosts are eqllipped with a single \\'i-Fi tl-a~isceiver, we as- 
sume that  a t  any given time. a mobile host can coininuni- 
rate with at  ]nost one other mobile host. hloreover, a host 
cannot recei1.e and transn~it  simultaneousl~.. However, due 
t>o the dual net,work card. a host can support siinuItaneous 
cellular and ad hoc communications. \?:e assu~ne that a 
inobile host cannot directly adjust its 143-Fi transmission 
power, but it can adjust its transnlission data rate. For 
example. the 802.1 1b standard provides four t,ransmission 
data rates. of llh,Ibps, 5.5hIbps: 2hIbps and lh,Ibps. 
\ \e  model the existing net\\,ork as a graph, where the 1110- 
bile hosts and the base station are nodes and links denote 
\\.ireless connectivity. Thus. there exists a link between the 
base station and each host. We consider only undirected 
links. since this is also an assumption of the underlying 
~vireless hIAC protocol. Each link e has a constant weight 
w ( e )  equal to its data capacity. 
Similar to the \vork in [5] nre model the interference gel]- 
erated by a link transmission as the set of hosts situated 
in the transmission range of the endpoints of the link. 
To in~prove throughput, our pi-ot,ocol uses the inulti- 
channel capabilities of ~vireless standards. For exam- 
ple. 802.11b [2] supports 3 non-overlapping channels and 
802.11~1 [6] supports 12 non-overlapping channels. \Ve as- 
slime that  the cellular channels do not overlap with any of 
t,he \\Ti-Fi ones. 
111. OVERVIE\I: OF THE PROTOCOL 
A.  Interference and Aggregate Tli.rougl?.put 
Consider a hybiid iietwork \\-here no host needs a n1~11- 
tihop path to the base station (see Figure 2(a)). All links 
ale a\~ailable to theii f~dl  capacity. If a host A needs the 
best a\,ailable path to the base station BS and there is an 
optinla1 path discovery protocol. A can find this pat11 and 
esta,blish a no\\- to BS. Let this path be A. B. C: D and 
the capacity of the links be l lh lbps  for (B.A). 5.5hIbps 
for (C: B), l lh lbps  for (D. C) and 2.1hlbps for (BS. D). As 
t,he transmission bet~veen BS a,nd D does not, interfere with 
the ad hoc transmissions. the aggregate throughput of the 
path is the 1~~inin~t11n betweell the capacity of (BS. D) and 
the aggregate througllpt~t of the ad hoc path bet\\-een D 
and A. hIoreo\.er. since each host is equipped with a sin- 
gle transceiver. the transmissions on (B. A) and (C.B) and 
also the tra~lsillissions on (C: B) and (D: C) cannot proceed 
simultaneously. Note also that the transmission bet.ween 
D and C interferes a t  C with the transmission between B 
and A. Thus. t.he a.ggregate throughput of the ad hoc path 
between D and A is only a fraction of the capacity of the 
bottleneck link. (C. B). 
In the example in Figure 2 (b): the capacity of t.he path 
is 1.8hIbps. This nleans that A can receive data on this 
path at  a ]-ate decided by the capacity of the (C:B)  link. 
This leaves links (BS. D): (D. C) and (B. A )  with a. residual 
capacity. \ \e  take a conservative approach and block ally 
transmissions on these links for the duration of the flow 
introduced by A.  In addition: transinissions OII  links of 
hosts adjacent to the flow pat11 also interfere wit11 the flow. 
For example. a transinission on link (G. F) interferes at F 
with the transmission on link (B: A )  and a transmission on 
(F, E) interferes at B \\-it11 a transmission 011 (C :  B ) .  IYe 
conservati\~ely ~noclel the interference introduced 011 links 
of hosts adjacent to  t.he Ro\v path by blocking transmissions 
on thein for the duration of the flo\\-. As a result. after each 
time a flow is added 01- removed, we can deduce the state 
of the residual net~vork fronl the physical state of the links 
and the sequence of flow additions and deletions. 
Our approach of modeli~ig the residual capacity of links 
due to the addition of flo~vs and the interference t.hey intro- 
duce is conse~.\~ative and may reduce the net\\~ork through- 
put. To overconle this 1,robleni. we take a.d\!a.ntage of 
the multi-cha.nnel ca.pabilities of the 802.1 1 b and 802.1 l a  
wireless sta11da1.d~. That isl interfering tl-ans~nissions can 
be scheduled to occur simriltaneously as long as they use 
non-o\:erlapping fi.eqiiencies. \\-hile 802.11b offers 3 11011- 
overlapping frequencies. 802.1 1 a pl-ovides 12. 
Selecting the tra,nsn~issioi~ c h a n ~ ~ e l  for a new flow can 
be done b ~ .  a simple travc.1-sal of the path. For each tra- 
versed link. DST resel.lres i l ~ e  fi ].st 1oca.lly available cllannel. 
Then: it contacts all the liosts \vl~ose potential transn~is- 
sions interfere u-it11 tlie l i ~ k  (l~osts adjace~it to  the link's 
endpoint's) and reserye t l ~ r  chosen channel. If a link of 
an interfering host is left 11-itllotit any a\.ailable cha~~nels .  
its residtial capacity l,ecol~les 0. This 1,rocess can be per- 
formed using a dedicated c.ontro1 chani~el on which all idle 
hosts listen. h lo~,eo\.er. i i ~ t  cbi.fering llosts are not,i fiecl of the 
reserved channel also on tile i-csei~\.ecI cha~~iiel .  in ordei to 
discover existing: pote~ltiillly ir~terfei.iilg. coinniunications 
taking place on the same cl~annel. Figu1.e 2(c) sIio\vs ail ex- 
ample of this appi,onch, ~vIic>i.e the ad hoc links suppoi~ting 
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HIGH THROL'GHPVT 13OL'TlNG IN HYBRID CELLUL.2R A N D  AD HOC NET\\'ORKS 
Fig-. 2. (a )  Example of hybrid net\\,ork. \\-Iie~-e labels on the I-igllt-hand side of links represent. link residual capacities. (h)  Residual net.\vork 
of (a)  after A adds a Roll- oil l i ~ ~ k s  (BS.D): (D.C). (C:B) and (B.A). Due t o  interference, not only links adjacent to this path hut also links 
of hosts adjacent to this path are I~locked. (c)  Same scenario as in (11). only using the multi-channel capability of \Vi-Fi standards. Labels 
on the left-hand side of links represent channel assign1nent.s. Links of Ilosts adjacent to the flow pat,h, i.e. (G.  F) retain their capacity, but 
cannot use the dlaniiel chosen h~ A.s flow due to interference. 
the newl?: added floxv oi  A reserve channel 1 and subse- 
quently. channel 1 becoilles wnavailable for transinissions 
on links int.el,fering \\-it11 the flolv. However. the available 
capacities of the interfering links are left. lunaltered. 
C. Spanning R e e s  
A routing protocol that 111aintains the optimal pat,h for 
each host ill the residua.1 net\vork call discover multihop 
paths by only keeping a parent pointer for each host. 111 
our example. the pai'ent of A is B. the parent. of B is C. the 
parent of C is D and the parent of D is the base station. Aftel- 
- A adds a flowl the parent inforii~atioi~ might have to  cllaage 
to  reflect the decrease in the capacity of the path links. At 
all ti~mes. the routing inforillation collstitutes a spanning 
tree rooted at, the base st.ation. \\'e ca,n prove that the 
m a x i r n ~ u ~ ~ ~  spanning tree of a residlial network provides t,he 
optinlal 1.011ting inforn~ation. This is a direct ilnplication of 
the follo\ving \\~ell-kl~o\vn property of maximum spa.nning 
trees [7]. 
Cycle property. For any cycle C i n  G .  the lightest edge 
i n  C does not appear i n  !,he mn:rim.um spanning tree. 
In other \vords: we can construct a inaxiin~um spanning 
tree by deleting the \\-orst link of every siinple cycle ill 
the net\vork. As a 1.esu1t. the path fi-0111 each host to the 
root in t.he spai~ning t.ree 11a.s the 111a.xin1um minimum link 
possible. Since the aggregate tl~roughput of a path is a 
fraction of the capacity of the bottleneck link of the pa,tll, 
this is guaranteed to ma.ximize the capacity of the entire 
path. 
Given a. inaxiinum spanning tree. a host can sched~ule the 
next flow by sendiiig a for\\-ard request to its parent. which 
in turn will forxvard the request to its parent, ulltil the 
base station is i.eached. The p~.oblem is that after adding 
(or deleting) a. flow. the entire net,nrork may need to  be 
\bre use inaxilnum spanning trees because \xre want t o  inaximize 
the capacity of a path. If we define a cost lnetric. \\re should instead 
use lnininlum spanning ti'ees. 
contact.ed to derive the ne\v i~~ax i i~ l~u in  span iilg tree. which 
is asymptotically not better than flooding each time a flow 
i~eetls to  be scheduled. 
To solve the scalabilit,y issues. each time there is a 
change in the network: we can lazily con\:erge to  the max- 
ii11ui11 spanning tree, instead of trying to keep up with the 
changes. Our distributed spanning tree (DST) protocol 
does not cl~ange the routing i~~for inat io i~  to  correspond to  
the illaximui11 spanlling tree each time a flow is added or 
~ . e n l o ~ e d .  However, each time a host I-equests a path, it's 
pal-ent poillter is set to the neighbor that has the optinla1 
path to the base station, according to  the existing infor- 
mation. The cllallges are confined in the neigl~borhood of 
a host and u~hile queries about the stat,e of the paths of the 
~~eigllbors 11ave to contact hosts outside the ~leighborl~ood. 
they can be conlpleted lnuch faster: as we will show. M;e 
note that if the network becomes static. the routing infor- 
nlatioi~ lvill eventually converge to the optimal, even with 
this localized updating policy. 
The advantage of this approach is t,hat efficiently main- 
taining a spanl~ing tree is possible even for large net\vorks: 
as it requires oilly O(logn) time and messages for each op- 
eration. In the worst case, it can be arbitrarily far fi-0111 
the optimal, but our experiments indicate that. on aver- 
age. the throughput achieved is not far from the optiinal. 
For large and active networks: ~vhere nodes request Rows 
frequently and links are close to  capacity, DST perforins 
extremely urell. 
D. Mainto.ining a Dynamic Tree 
As we have ~nentioned. the entire routing protocol call be 
split into two layers commullicatiilg through a well-definetl 
interface. The top layer is responsible for the maintenance 
of the distributed spanning tree. This layer issues a string 
of operations on the spanning tree. These operations are 
from the following set: . Link(v. u. w) Merge the tree rooted at  node v with the 
tree of node u by making u the parent of v. The weight 
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of the new link is w. . Cut(v) Split a tree into two by renloving the link of 
node v t,o its parent'. . Mincost (v) Return the illiiliinunl \\,eight cost edge on 
the path from node v to  the root of the t,ree it belongs 
to. This operation is called for every i~eighbor of a 
node ill d iscoverparent  (see Section IV). . Root(v) Find the i.oot of the tree v belongs to. 
This operatioil is usef~ll in avoiding cycles \\?hen the 
Mincost (Sect,ion IV) operation is called by u for a 
child 7,  in the spanning tree. . Update(v.w) Add w to all edges on the path from v 
to the root of its tree. It is called by addFlow (Sec- 
tion IV) to reduce or increase the capacity of all t ' l~e  
links of a mult,ihop pat,h. . Cost(v) Return the cost of the edge from v to  its par- 
ent. 
The secoild layer is respoilsible for efficiently complet- 
ing these recl~~ests. We have cl~osen to in~pleil~ent this 
layer \\.it11 a link-cut tree. Link-cut trees are st,ructures 
that can complete the above described set of operatioi~s in 
O(logn) time, \\:here n is the ~nlrnbe~. of hosts. This scal- 
ability property is inlporta~lt as it translates in O(1ogn) 
messages \\hell i~nplemei~ted clistributi\~ely. FUI-thern~ore. 
when a ne\\- host e11te1.s the net,work and has to query it,s 
neighbors on t'he capacity of their paths. the parallel time 
complexity is O(1ogn). For implen~entation pnrposes we 
have chosen to  use topology trees for this layer. A topol- 
ogy tree is a relati\rely siinple link-cut tree a,ncI it 11a.s a 
natural distributed i l l~p le~~ le~~ ta t ion .  We cliscuss topology 
trees and ho~v the int.erface to this la.yer is implemented in 
inore detail in Section V. M:e note that in principle an); 
dynamic tree can be used for this layer: as long as it does 
not modify t,lle str t~cture of the spanning tree. The root 
of the tree is fixed to be the base station a.11~1 the links 
are oriented tonlards it. Balancing operatioils may have t'o 
change the root and the orientation of the links and cannot 
be used. 
We vie\\. the hybrid cellular and a.d hoc net~vork as an 
t~ndirected graph G(V. E). V is the set of nodes representing 
the base station (BS) and a11 t h e n  hosts that it serves. and 
E is the set of edges. Each l~ost  h has exactly one pal-ent. 
p among all its neighboriiig hosts. Each edge e(hi .  h j )  E E 
has a capacit!,. w(hi. h j ) .  for example. the band~:idth avail- 
able for c o ~ n ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ i c a t i o i ~  brl\\,een the t\\7o endpoints. Given 
a host h, a path P = hl. ... h,. ~ v l ~ e r e  hl = h. h, = BS. a,nd 
host hi+l is the parent of host hi .  i = l . . m  - 1. is called 
a downlink paih for h. 'I'lle o'ou!.rzlink rote o,f h throu.gll 
path P is equal to  one third of the in in i~nun~ capacity of 
an); link e(hi: hi+l) ,  for i = l . . m  - 1 (see Seclion 111). The 
opt,inial do~vnlink t11rougIll)ut that can be achievetl by h is 
therefore tlie inaxi~iitun clon.nIi~~k ].ate anlong all pat,lls P 
from h to  BS. In this sec.iion \\,e present our distributed 
algorit,l~nl for dyna~uically niaintaining all approxi~na.tioi~ 
of the inaxiin~un spanni~lg t we. 
1. ob jec t  implemen ta t ion  Host,: 
2. parent: Host: 
3. minCost: double: 
4. inQ: queue: #the queue of i~ico~ning packets 
5. ope ra t ion  probepal-eilt() { 
6. send(newPacket(BEAC0N; self): parent): 
7. startTin~e:=GetTin~e(): 
8. g u a r d  ii>Q.first.type=HELLO d o  
9. r e t u r n :  
10. o d  
11. g u a r d  GetTime() > startTime+Tprobe d o  
12. cu t ( ) :  
13. disco\~erPareilt (): 
14. r e t u r n :  
15. o d  
Fig. 3. T h e  definition of a host object. and opel.ation probeparent. 
opera t ion  discovel-Parent () { 
b C a s t ( n e w  Packet ( ~ R ~ Q . s e l f ) ) :  
startTime=GetTi~ne(): 
g u a r d  i~lQ.first.t,ype=MCOST d o  
m:=min(inQ.first.cost,cost(self~i~~Q.first.id)) 





g u a r d  GetTime() > startTinle+Tdisc d o  
link(self, parent,. cost(self: parent)); 
r e t u r n :  
o d  
Fig. 4 .  Operation discoverparent 
A.  Maintena.nce of the  Spannl.ng Tree 
lye describe the DST protocol using syntax illspired by 
the Orca [8] language. Each host h inaiiltains informa- 
tion about its pa ren t  host in the spanning tree and the 
illiniillurn available bandwidth, mincost: of an edge on the 
do\\~nlink pat,h of h: see Figure 3. inQ represents h's queue 
of incoining packets, and inQ.f irst represents the first 
packet in inQ. Operation probeparent beacons h's par- 
ent. (line 6). If h does not receive a reply in the alloted 
timeot~t intel.\lal Tprobe: (lines 11-15). it first updates the 
topology tree by cutting the link to  its parent. and t,hen 
calls operation discoverParent .  sho\vn in Figure 4. 
Operatio11 discoverparent  can be called by the 
probeparent operation, but it is also invoked periodically 
by each host. in order to  inaintain the consistency of the 
topology tree. This inter\lal is called refresh ra.te. The goal 
of probeparent is to decide locally \vhicl~ neigl~bor of host 
h has the largest minCost link on its do\vnlink path. In 
order to  achieve t,his, host h broadcasts to its neighbors a 
cost request message, CREQ: (line 17): containing its iden- 
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o p e r a t i o n  addFlow(){ 
packet:=new Packet(ADDF: self. 1niilCost): 
s end  (packet,parent); 
g u a r d  inQ.first,.type=ACK d o  
update(-iniilCost): 
0 d 
g u a r d  iilQ.fii.st.type=NACK d o  
c u t  (): 
d i scoverpa ren t  (): 
addFlow (): 
o d  
Fig. 5. 0perat.ion addFlow 
tit!.: and then waits for all its neigllbors to  answei- before 
the timeout Tdisc (lines 19-29). 
'V\;llen a host receives a CREQ message, it replies with a 
MCOST pa.cket containing its minCost vallle. When h re- 
ceives such a packet froin a neighbor n (line 19): it first 
conlputes the iniiliinuin cost link 011 the downlink path. 
going tllrollgh n (line 20): as the minilnuin between the 
value returned by n a.nd the availa.ble band~vidth on the 
link fro111 h t o  n. \?'hen the timeout Tdlsc expires: the host 
updates the topology tree by adding a link to its newly 
elected parent (lines 26-29). \Ve note that  if host h has no 
neighboring hosts, the base station will become its parent. 
nlaintaining the connectivity. 
\?'hene\rer a host needs to download data froin the base 
station. it calls operation addFlow. shown in Figure 5. A 
packet of type ADDF is created (line 31): containing the 
l~ost 's  identifier and the host's minCost value and is sent 
to  the host's parent (line 32). which in turn sends it to 
its pa.rent, until it reaches the base station. When this 
happens: the base station sends an ACK packet to  h. 
The ADDF packet has the purpose of not.ifying all the in- 
ternlediate relayers 011 the downlink path of h about their 
participation in the protocol. Each such relayer compares 
t,he available bandwidth on the link to its parent, with the 
minCost value included in the ADDF packet. If there is 
not enough bandwidth to  accoinmodate the flow, the re- 
layer contacts the base station through the cellular link: 
jvith a NACK packet containing all the inforination of the 
ADDF packet. The base station in turn contacts h with a 
simple NACK packet. However, if t l ~ e  relayer has enough 
capacity on the link to  its parent to  support the flow, it 
conta,cts a.ll its neighbors in order to  notify thein of the 
occllrring interference. Each contacted neighbor blocks its 
fiiture tl.ansinissions for the duration of the flow. If the pro- 
tocol takes a d ~ ~ a n t a g e  of the multi-channel capabilities of 
tlie 802.11 family of protocols (see Section 111). the relayer 
only chooses a locally available cha.nne1 for transinission 
and notifies its neighbors to  make it unavailable for their 
trai~sinissioi~s. 
Aft.er sending the ADDF packet., host h blocks waiting 
to  receive an ACK (line 33) or NACK packet (line 36). In 
the former case. h updates the topology tree by removing 
mincost units from the a1,ailable b a n d ~ ~ i d t h  of each link on 
the downlink pat11 of h. 111 the Iattei. case, h first cuts the 
link to its current parent in the span~iing tree. Tlle~l i t  calls 
d i scoverpa ren t  to  discover an alter~iate parelit ailtl the 
new minCost value offered by that pareilt,. Finally. h calls 
again addFlow. in order to add the flow on the do\v~iliilk 
pa.tll offered b,~. the iie~~-l!. discovered parent', of rate equa.1 
to  the new minCost. 
The above pi.otoco1 is not complete. as it is possible to 
create cl.cles. .4 solut.ion is to merge Mincost and Root 
operations. so that not onl>. tlle ca,pacity of the path is 
returned. but also the root of tlle subtree the host, belongs 
to. If h choosing h' as its parent creates a c~.cle. then - 
MinCost for h' \\,ill retul-n h as the root of the subti-ee of 
h'. As we have discussed. nlergiilg Root and Mincost does 
not increase the cost of Mincost for topolog). trees. 
B. Refresh Rate 
In dynanlic i~etnorks. routes beco~ne stale q~~ickly.  -4 
parent pointer iildicating the best available pat11 slio~dd 
be ree~~al l~at 'ed  at constalit intervals to adapt to topology 
cl~anges. The exact refresh rate depends 011 how dyilainic 
the hybrid net11.01.k is aiid IIOIV inuc11 traffic per opei.ation 
we wailt t,o allow. There ai-e two possible st,rate,' = I ~ S  011 
reassessing the parent pointer. The first is 11101-e aggressive. 
but generates inore traffic. A node can cut its parent e1.ei.y 
k secoilds and probe all its neighbors. The traffic generated 
is O(dlogn), where d is the number of neighbors. but tlie 
parent pointer is as close to the opt,imal as possible with the 
available ii~forinatioi~. The second, less expensi~:e. strategy 
is t o  query the pai,ent. every k seconds and cut it only if 
the rate h l l s  beloa- a threshold. 
To keep the nuinber of messages per time unit at  a scal- 
able levell we have to modulat,e k with the size of the net- 
work. As the neta~ork beconles more dense: the refresh 
rate should drop. If k = Q(d): the traffic generated every 
k seconds is O(k1ogn). The exact constants depend 011 
the specifics of t'lle net\vork, but the conclusion is that for 
dense networks. refi-eshing sholild be done inore sparingly. 
This appears to be contrary to t,he scalability of DST, a.s 
the spanning tree nlainta.ined should be farther froin the 
optimal. However, dense hybrid networks are inore robust. 
and even if a link disappea,rs. there is a high probability 
that  an alternat'e eclui~~alent link will be present. A parent 
pointer can be used with relative confide~lce for the short, 
time until t.he next rea.ssessment. In Section VI. we use an 
alternate approach. scaling k with Iogn: which generates 
O(d) messages per time  nit for each host. Even a t  this 
rate: the scalability of the network is not affected: as prob- 
ing one's neigllbors with a. heartbeat broadcast,. an opera- 
tion performed b!' aln~ost all wireless interfaces: generates 
d replies. Experiments confirm that dropping the refresh 
rate according t,o logn does not affect the pel.forinance of 
DST. 
The characteristic of topology and. in general. link-cut 
trees is that they can inaii~tain dynamic trees of n nodes 
1 1 IN l YVORKS 5
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V. TOPOLOGY TREES
t i ti f t l . i l. li t
t i t t t m intain i t f
1 3  
_ _ - - -  
-_.___---- 
<- - 
I 8, 2 3 - * '  44 5 ' 6 
13 --__._-- -._--- 
(a,) (b)  
Fig. 6. (a) Exainple of a restricted pal-tit.ion and (b) the resulting topology tree 
with O(1ogn) operations per tree update. Also, operations 
that  require an aggregat,e of all the nodes on a path from 
the root to a leaf. like Mincost or Update. call be con-  
pleted in O(logn) time. I11 fact. all operations of the in- 
terface to  the seconcl la!.ei- have O(1og n) time and illessage 
complexity. 
The reason for clioosing topology trees is tlla,t t.lley 
are conceptually simpler than the inore comnlon splay 
trees. They are also natura.lly distributable structures 
and asymptotically they are optimal. Experimental re- 
sults from [3] indicate that althougl~ they are less efficient' 
than splay trees: the difference does not offset their im- 
plementation advantages. l i e  will give a. brief o\~ervie\v of 
topology t.rees in this section. For a detailed preselltation 
and an example of topolog!- t,l-ees supporting a complicated 
minilnuln spanning tree algorithm see [9]. 
A.  Overview 
Topology trees are derived fro111 a restricted partition 
of a tree. For an example of a restricted partition see 
Figure G(a). To avoid confusion. \\re \\-ill refer to nodes of 
the topology tree as clusters. The leaves of the topology 
tree are clusters of single spanning tree nodes. A cluster of 
a higher level is made up of one or two clust,ers of a lower 
level. The rules by which clusters are paired are described 
in [3]. The intuition is that for every pair of clusters that 
combines for a cluster of a higher level, another cluster is 
made up of a single lowel- level cluster to  act as a buffer 
when there is an update in the str l~cture of the topology 
tree. These buffers are clusters that have two children. 
In Figure G(a.), cluster 7 collsists of only c l ~ ~ s t e r  1 for this 
reason. I t  can be shown that  the height of a t,opology tree 
is O(1ogn) [3]. 
The resulting topology tree is shown in Figure G(b). The 
solid edges indicate the op elation ship between clusters of 
consecutive levels. The dashed arrows represent the struc- 
t ~ u e  of the tree formed by clusters of the sanle level. Each 
such tree is called t,he induced t.ree of the specific le\:el. 
The lowest level induced t.ree is t.he actua.1 spanning tree. 
Observe that a cluster with t,wo induced children will have 
only one child in the topology tree. 
Besides the adjacency information. each cluster stores 
three n o r e  fields. Acost, nodemin and minvert .  If we want 
to  calculate the weight of an edge frorn node v to its parent, 
\ye need to  traverse the topology tree from the leaf cluster 
corresponding to  v up to  the root of the topology tree and 
sun] the Acost fields of t,he accessed clusters. The nodemin 
and minvert  fields of a cluster c store information about 
the minim~un cost edge in the spanning snbtree induced 
by tlie leaves of the subtree rooted at c. The rules by 
11-Iiic11 these fields are calculated and how the adjacency 
illforillation should change after an update of the spanning 
tree can be found in [3] and in more detail in [9]. l47e 
note that each of the O(1ogn) steps is a local operation 
that  only needs information froin the parent and sibling 
cluster to  complete. This is important not only because it 
leads to O(1ogn) total t,ime for each of the operations of the 
topology t'ree, but a.lso because it facilitates the distributed 
i~nplementation of topology trees. 
B. Distributed Topology Trees 
A naive inlplenlentation of topology trees can assign the 
I espollsibility for nlaintenance to the base station which 
acts as the root of the spanning tree. The  problem is that 
the base station can become the bottleneck of a large net- 
xvork. \\-here update requests are fi-eclnent. We can im- 
plement topology trees in a simple and efficient way by 
assigning each cluster to a node in the network and using 
the base station only as a relayer of messages. The en- 
tire protocol is quite long. but not overly complicated. For 
lack of space. we will present only the logic of a distributed 
ii~~plenlentation. 
For a topology tree operation, like Mincost, for each 
level of the topology tree a single cluster needs to  be con- 
tacted. lVe assign a head for each cluster. This is t,he 
node that will be responsible for all the opera.tions regard- 
ing this cluster. Node v is responsible for the leaf cluster 
corresponding to v. There is only a limited amount of ill- 
formation required for lnaintaining a cluster, nalnely five 
pointers to the heads of the adjacent clusters, a pointer 
to a node for the minvert fields and two reals for Acost 
and nodemin fields. There are O(n) clust'ers, which we can 
inap so that each node is the head of a constant number 
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elllst ers. The higher the cluster is placed in the topology
tree, the more work will be directed towards its head. A so-
lution could be to periodically randomly reassign clusters.
The only restriction for a mapping is that a leaf cluster
is assigned to the corresponding node, so that the initial
cluster for an operation can be located quickly.
Each cluster needs only information from its "neighbor-
hood·· to complete an operation. For example, during
Mincost. the cluster responsible for level i needs infor-
mation for its sibling in the topology tree. To receive this
information, it needs to contact its parent, which will con-
tact the sibling. which will send its information. These
messages are short. as they communicate the status of a
cluster (adjacency information, fields). They can be car-
ried b~' the low bandwidth channel between a node and the
base station. The base station needs only to relay these
messages to their recipient cluster heads. In total, each
time two clusters need to contact each other, at most four
short messages are generated. To complete each operation,
O(log n) messages are sent.
c. Synchronization
The distributed nature of the topology trees used in our
scheme raises issues of realizability and consistency. "Ve
can solve such problems with the use of locks. \iVe want
the locks to be applied to the finest level possible. A simple
but inefficient solution would be to lock the entire struc-
ture each time a node initiates an operation that involves
the topology tree. This can be achieved by having the base
station queuing all operations until the current DST oper-
ation is completed. However, the tree structure offers itself
for more efficient locking schemes.
Suppose node 4 and node 6 in the tree of Figure 6(a)
both want to execute an operation on the topology tree.
For example, node 4 could do an Update while node 6 initi-
ates a Mincost. This would correspond to node 4 adding a
flow to the base station and node 6 inquiring about the ca-
pacity of its path to the base station, which goes through
node 4. By examining the topology tree of Figme 6(b),
\ve see that both operations can proceed independently up
to cluster 123 . If the Update operation reaches cluster 12
first, Mincost will have to wait until Update finishes with
cluster 12. Node 4 can even start another operation before
completing its Update.
D. Fault Tolerance
By assigning each cluster to a node we solve the bottle-
neck problem, but we have created the need for a mech-
anism that can recover the cluster information when the
responsible node goes down. The easiest recovery mech-
anism is to replicate the clusters in the base station. If
a host does not respond to a request for a lock, a lock is
held for a long time or a child cannot reach its parent, the
base station can be contacted. The duplicate of the cluster
can be used to either have the base station complet e the
3 Actually, Update will need to Jock cluster 10 when it reaches
c1ust.er 9. Nevertheless, the point we want to make is that locks need
to be acquired only for a small neighborhood of a cluster.
operation or assign a new cluster head. which will com-
plete the operation of cutting the missing host from the
network. As we have discussed, each cluster stores only
limited information and duplicating it to the base station,
which already has information regarding each host logged
in the network, is well wit hin the capabilities of a cellular
base station.
VI. SnIULATION RESULTS
In this section we present an experimental analysis of the
throughput performance of DST with regard to the opti-
mum throughput achievable when a centralized knowledge
Bellman-Ford algorithm is executed and to the basic cel-
lular rate available to mobile hosts. We have performed
extensive simulations involving mobile hosts and multiple
flows, initiated concurrentl~· by multiple hosts.
A. Simulation environment
In our experiments we model the ad hoc network using
the unit disk graph model and the Agere Short Antenna
PC Card Extended specification. \Ye use the ARF [10]
mechanism to establish the transmission rate of the com-
munication channel between two mobile hosts. \Ve use only
the top two transmission rates. of IIl\Ibps for distances un-
der 160m and of 5.5l\Ibps for distances under 270m. The
hosts are initially deployed randomly in a square of area
2830 x 2830m2 and we use a modified random waypoint
model [11] to simulate their movements. We have overes-
timated the effects of ad hoc link interference, by blocking
any transmission involving hosts adjacent to the link.
"Ve use the DCAN [1] approach to model the depen-
dency between the cellular link rates of hosts and their
distance from the cellular base station. The base station is
positioned at the center of the 2830 x 2830m2 deployment
square and its cellular transmission range is 1920m. Ac-
cording to this model, each host inside the square is covered
by the cellular transmission range of the base station.
We model the optimal throughput to be the one achieved
by running the Bellman-Ford algorithm. Instead of com-
puting the shortest path. we compute the maximum
throughput pi'lth between the base station and all the mo-
bile hosts it covers. In the case of multiple concurrent flows
the optimal for n flows is computed by running Bellman-
Ford on the residual network obtained after removing the
bandwidth consumed and the interference introduced by
the first n - 1 flows.
We perform each experiment b~' choosing 5 different ini-
tial network configurations. For each such configuration
the experiment is rim for 100 seconds. Thus, each point
on the plots i~ an average over -500 mei'lsurements.
B. Single flow
The following experiments assume that the only host ac-
cessing the bflse station is situflted initially at a distance of
1280111 from the base station. However, during the exper-
iment, all the hosts. including the client host, are mobile.
In the legend of the plots. ,. DST single ch" is used to de-
note DST WhPll using the standard. single channel mode of
8
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Fig. 7. Evolution of DST for a single flow when the refresh rate.
k. increases from 1 to 15s. The total number of hosts is 300 and
their maximum velocity is gm/s. The lower line represents the base
cellular rate and the upper line represents the optimum achieved by
Bellman-Ford.
Fig. 9. The throughput of DST and the optimum achieved bv
BeJlman-Ford, for a single flow, as a function of the number of host~,
for a constant maximum speed of gm/s. The refresh rate of DST is
logn. where n is the total number of hosts, thus increasing for this
experiment from 6 t.o 9s.
Single !low throughpUI(ho:-l :-peed)
II .•. II' .. EI •. ·11' ......... III .•.g-.•. II' .. II ...
C. Multiple COnC71.TTent flows
\\'e investigate the performance of DST when multiple
clients support flows simultaneousl:)'. VIle use as baseline
the cellular data rate of the clients and we present the
results as percentage of the optimum throughput achieved
by Bellman-Ford.
In addition to the performance of DST when a sin-
gle transmission channel is used, we also experiment with
multi-channel transmissions. First. we use the 3 non-
overlapping channels of 802.11 b, denoted on the plots as
"DST 3 channels". Secondly, we switch to the 802.11a
specification. providing 12 orthogonal channels and trans-
mission rates of up to 541\lbps. However, for our simula-
tions we use only the 541\1bps and 481\1bps links. We label
the results of DST using 802.11a with" DST 12 channels".
As before, we use" DST single ch" to denote the standard
sini!,le channel operation mode using 802.11b and "base
HDH" represents the cellular rate available to the client
hosts.
In the first experiment we randomly deploy 300 hosts
that continuously move with a maximum speed of 9m/s.
and 8.5%. of the optimum throughput achieved by Bellman-
Ford. Since we only experiment with a single flow in the
system. there exists no interference due to other traffic in
the network.
Finall~'. \ye explore the relationship between the
throughput achieved b~' DST. Bellman-Ford and the cellu-
lar rate available to mobile hosts and the density of hosts
sen'ed by the base station. In this experiment all the hosts
moye at a maximum velocity of 9m/s. \Ve measure the
evolution of the throughput achieved by the client host
when the total number of hosts deployed in the same square
grO\ys from 50 to .500. DST is again evaluated with a re-
fresh rate. k = log n. that for this experiment ranges be-
tween 6 and 9s. Figure 9 shows the throughput of DST
compared with the optimal achievable throughput. It can
be observed that DST scales very well with the number of
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Fig. 8. Evolution of the throughput achieved for a single flow by
DST and Bellman-Ford. for 300 hosts when the maximum velocitv
of each host increases from 3 to 30m/s. k, the refresh rate of DST,
is set to logn, which in this scenario is 9s.
802.11 b. "Optim" denotes the output of Bellman-Ford and
"base HDR" represents the basic cellular rate available to
the client host by default.
The first experiment measures the dependency between
the throughput achieved by DST and the refresh rate of
the hosts, when the total number of hosts is 300. As ex-
pected, DST performs best for the smalled refresh rate
value and then its performance degrades, but it stabilizes
at k = 3. However, as specified in Section IV, for a value
of k = logn, where n is the number of hosts, the algorithm
generates less traffic (order of the degree of the network
messages pel' time unit per host). In this case, k = 9, and
the throughput improvement of DST over the base cellular
rate is still significant (430kbps).
The second experiment compares the evolution of the
throughput achieved by DST when the maximum velocity
of the hosts increases from 3 to 30m/s, for a total of n=300
hosts served by the base station, with Bellman-Ford and
the basic cellular rate of mobile hosts. For DST we perform
the experiment with a refresh rate value, k, set to log n = 9.
Figure 8 shows that the performance of DST follows the
trend of the basic cellular rate and is very close, between 75
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Fig. 10. (a)The throughput of DST and the basic cellular rate as percent.age of the throughput achieved by Bellman-Ford when the number
of flows grows from 1 to 30 for a network of 300 hosts. \\le show the results for DST run using 802.l1b in single channel mode. 802.l1b in
3-channel mode and 802.l1a using all 12 channels. (b)The per-flow throughput corresponding to (a).
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Fig. 11. (a)The throughput. of DST and the basic cellular rate as percentage of t.he t.hroughput achieved by Bellman-Ford for networks of 50
to 500 hosts, when 10% of the hosts concurrently hold a flow. The result.s for DST rlln in conjunction with 802.11b single clu;'nnel, 802.11b
:3-channel and 802.11a are shown. (b) The per-flow throughput. corresponding to the results in (a).
\\le increase the number of simultaneously supported flows
from 1 to 30. Figme 10(a) shows the performance of DST
relative to the optimal total throughput, achieved when
all the client hosts run the distributed Bellman-Ford algo-
rithm to find the best downlink path. The performance
of DST increases to achieve more than 90% of Bellman-
Ford. In addition. Figure 10(a) also shows the perfor-
mance of DST when using the multi-channel capabilities
of 802.11 band 802.11 a. compared to the flat cellular rate
of the client hosts. Using the non-overlapping channels
of 802.11 b brings an increase of around 10% over the op-
timnm achievable in the case of a single channeL while
802.11a has a 20% increase. Note that even when 30 out
of the 300 hosts concurrently support a flow, by using the
3 channels of 802.11 b, DST achieves a per-flow increase of
200kbps over the basic cellular rate (see Figure 10(b)).
The second simulation experiments with increasing con-
centrations of mobile hosts and of concurrent flows. In the
same square area of 2830 x 2830m2 . we place between 100
and 500 hosts. while also increasing the number of hosts
concurrently supporting flows to be 10% of the total num-
ber of hosts. Figure 11 (a) shows that DST performs very
dose to the Bellman-Ford. always higher than 90%. Us-
ing the 3 channels of 802.11b brings a 10% increase over
the single channel variant, whereas using 802.11a achieves
a throughput increase of up to 25% over the optimum
Bellman-Ford. Figure l1(b) shO\vs the results in terms
of the per-flow throughput. While the basic cellular rate
remains constant, as the network becomes congested, the
throughput achieved by DST per flow gracefully decreases
when using the single channel or the multi-channel ca-
pabilities of 802.11 b. However. when using DST in con-
junction with 802.11 a, the throughput per-flow saturates
at 1050Kbps. This is because the usage of multiple non-
overlapping channels alleviates the effects of the congestion
generated at the hosts situated in the vicinity of the base
station, by allowing concurrent transmissions on their ad-
jacent hosts. Using DST with the 3-channel variant of
802.11b, brings an increase of between 150 and 200kbps
over the cellular throughput. \~rhen using DST in con-
junction with 802.11a, the throughput increase is more
substantiaL bet""een 200 and 300kbps.
VII. RELATED WORK
The most popular model of wireless netv.,'orks in the lit-
erature is that of the ad hoc architecture [12], [13], [11].
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The entirely distributed nature of ad hoc networks lim-
its their scope, as maintaining a connected network over
a large area is quite difficult. There have been efforts to
integrate infrastructure-based network models with ad hoc
components, but most of them assume single-interface de-
vices. In [14], GSl\l terminals are used to relay information
to other terminals to improve coverage. In Opportunity
Driven l\lultiple Access (ODI\JA) [15], transmission power
is conserved by relaying traffic from a CDI\JA host to the
base station through multiple, short hops. In [16], some
channels are reserved for forwarding when the fixed chan-
nels become congested. In [17], a generic ,,;ireless network
is considered. where hosts contact a mobile base station for
access outside their cell, using only one interface. In [18],
a hybrid network using the IEEE 802.11 [19] architecture
with both DCF and PCF modes is examined. using only
one wireless interface. In [20], multihop paths are used to
decrease the number of base stations by increasing their
coverage. The overall capacity increases onl:... when two
communicating hosts are in the same cell.
Although double-interface architectures are conceptually
similar to their single-interface counterparts. they increase
the overall capacit~· by using short-range, high- bandwidth,
ephemeral channels to relay traffic and a long-range. low-
bandwidth, permanent channel to complete operations like
routing and data integrity confirmation or as a last resort
in the absence of neighbors. The low-bandwidth channels
are not necessarily cellular, but the already existing infras-
tructure makes them attractive options. This architecture
has been examined in [1]. In [21], traffic is diverted to
neighboring cells to increase throughput. The use of dedi-
cated, stationary relays increases the cost of their solution
and limits its utility. In [22], wireless nodes in a mesh net-
work are equipped with two 'Wi-Fi network interface cards.
Centralized channel assignment algorithms and a routing
protocol, designed to increase the aggregate throughput in
the presence of interference, are presented.A study of local
area hybrid networks is presented in [23]. A comprehen-
sive presentation of a rudimentary hybrid network can be
found in [24].
The problem of maintaining dynamic spanning trees is
well-studied. In the context of ad hoc networks we are in-
terested in the complete dynamic model, where hosts can
turn on and off arbitrarily, in addition to edge deletions
and insertions. This is the most powerful model of dynamic
networks. In [25]. a fully dynamic minimum spanning tree
is maintained in O(n1/ 3 10gn) time per update. "Ve note
that topology trees can be used to maintain a minimum
spanning tree in O( -Jiii) time, where m is the number of
edges. For planar graphs, maintaining a minimum span-
ning tree is more efficient and can be achieved with O(log n)
time per update [26].
Routing with the use of a spanning tree of the network is
a natural technique and some routing protocols have been
proposed for ad hoc networks in [27] and [28]. Their utility,
however, is severely limited when the hosts are mobile.
For static, ad hoc, wireless networks spanning trees have
been studied as the basis of power-aware routing protocols,
especially for broadcasting purposes [29], [30].
VIII. CONCLUDING REI\1ARKS
"Ve have described and evaluated analytically and exper-
imentally the DST protocol for discovering nlllltihop paths
in hybrid networks. The strength of DST is its scalabil-
ity. In metropolitan areas, where a cell may need to serve
hundreds of mobile hosts requesting Internet access, it is
crucial that routing has a low time and message complex-
itv and that its performance does not suffer as the network
si~e increases. DST exhibits all these characteristics, by
maintaining a spanning tree of the network that is close
to optimal, but without the overhead of being exactly the
optimal, By using topology trees to maintain the dynamic
spanning tree, each operation can be completed in O(logn)
time, generating O(log n) messages. The total throughput
is constantly close or over 80% of the optimal routing for
active networks. Solutions relying on flooding are unscal-
able regarding both complexity and performance. as our
experiments indicate.
"Vhile maintaining a maximum spanning tree for the
residual network may be unachievable, due to its com-
plexity, a solution can come from simplifying the network.
I\Iaintaining the maximum spanning tree for planar graphs
has a much lower complexity. Exploiting the characteris-
tics of the physical links, it may be possible to discover
planar subgraphs of the network graph, where the maxi-
mum spanning tree for the subgraph is provably close to
the overall maximum spanning tree.
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